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Title: How to fix it? Tagline: Spoiler I'm not being
insensitive here. I'm not sure what to expect, and

I'm not looking for someone to "prove" that we
can. I'm just genuinely curious. In any event, here
are the different empires. AUS Empire = Australia

+ New Zealand USA Empire = United States of
America BRIT Empire = United Kingdom GER

Empire = Germany + Italy FIN Empire = Finland  I
think the rules you listed may be incorrect. For
example, australia's starting civilization will get

some sort of cultural bonus, the US's will get some
sort of technological bonus, and britain's will get
some sort of political bonus. Also, Australia gets
an "early start" to discovering space. Originally
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genuinely curious. In any event, here are the
different empires. AUS Empire = Australia + New
Zealand USA Empire = United States of America
BRIT Empire = United Kingdom GER Empire =

Germany + Italy FIN Empire = Finland  I think the
rules you listed may be incorrect. For example,

australia's starting civilization will get some sort of
cultural bonus, the US's will get some sort of

technological bonus, and britain's will get some
sort of political bonus. Also, Australia gets an

"early start" to discovering space. As soon as you
complete peace with Europe and Nordic Rivalries,

the vast majority of those empires will get the
exact same bonuses. The only exceptions are the
S.A.A. and the SCons. It is however important to

remember that those are your starting
civilizations and they will be directly relevant to
the remaining countries (GER, BRIT and FIN for
instance). As soon as you complete peace with

Europe and Nordic Rivalries, the vast majority of
those empires will get the exact same bonuses.

The only exceptions are the S.A.A. and the SCons.
It is however important to remember that those
are your starting civilizations and they will be

directly relevant to the remaining countries (GER
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